The Monument Society
Endowment and Legacy Donors

Anonymous (12)
Ronnie and Susan Adolf
Rhona and Ric Arenstein
Edward Becker*
Scott W. and Nancy R. Belleman
Glenda and Brian Bernhardt
Rhona and Irving Blank
Ashley and Scott Brooks
Selma Brown
Melissa and Andy Brownstein
Frona and Alan Colker
Miriam Davidow
Deane and Dan Dubansky
Nat Evans*
Linda and Earl* Ferguson
Marilyn Lipsitz Flax and Robert Flax
Isaac Fogel
Jo Benson Fogel
Carrie Galeski
Family of LeRoy Goldberg
Ethel and Morton Gottlieb*
Shelley November Gouldin
Chris Greenberg
Marc Greenberg
Florine Sue and Charles Harowitz*
Elizabeth and Edward Hirschler*
Susanne Hirt*
Helen and Hal* Horwitz
Jay J. Jacobs
Faith Kallman
Beth and David Kalman
Sandy and Stewart Kasen
Harry Kirschbaum
Hedy Lapkin
Dora Lewis*
Anne and David Long
Beth Long
Lisa Looney
Meno Lovenstein*
Selma Mann*
Rebecca and Jonathan McNamara
Yaakov Milano Millhouse
Julie and Arthur Mullian
Abby Moore
Ellen and Richard November
Sara Belle and Neil November*
Dorothy Packer*
Suzanne and Josh Peck
Dr. Albert and Elaine Pincus*
Gail and Jim Plotkin

Family of Jacob Plotkin
Catherine Strause Plotkin
Stanley and Charlotte Reitzes*
Elise and Irving Scherr
Lynn and Jay Schwartz
Marcia Shor*
Nannette and Nathan Shor
Josephine Roth Silverman*
Stuart Simon
Sandy and Terry* Sisisky
Clare and Zach Sisisky
Daniel Sont*
Patricia* and Norman Sporn
Stacy Struminger
Annabelle Toth
Sara Gur Villalona
Sara Shocket Waskin
Gail and Alan Werner
Bob Weisberger
Dean Whitbeck
Gini Blostein-Wolf and Franklin Wolf
Hortense Wolf*

* Of Blessed Memory
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